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1.Equilateral Triangles

all sides equal

all angles = 60 ̊



*2 sides equal

*Base angles of equal sides 

are equal



*1 angle = 90 ̊
*The side opposite the 90 ̊ is 

the largest side & called the 

hypotenuse

Classifying Triangles Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCuxvgCo0Jc


1.Parallelogram

*Opposite sides parallel

*Opposite sides equal

*Opposite angles equal

*Diagonals bisect each other



*Opposite sides parallel

*Opposite sides equal

*All 4 angles equal = 90 ̊
*Diagonals equal

*Diagonals bisect each other



*Opposite sides parallel

*Opposite sides equal

*All 4 angles equal = 90 ̊
*Diagonals bisect each other 

at 90 ̊



*Opposite sides parallel

*All 4 sides equal 

*Opposite angles equal

*Diagonals bisect each other 

at 90 ̊
*Diagonals bisect the angles 

of vertices



*One pairs of 

opposite  sides 

parallel



*Two pairs of adjacent sides 

equal

*Equal angles opposite line 

of symmetry

Quadrilateral song

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/measurement/perimeter/v/introduction-to-perimeter


Identify the following shapes (be specific) 

and give reasons for your answers

1.

2.

3.

4.

Quadrilateral 

Proofs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WTMUH2HNzw


*Triangles are said to be similar if:

i. All pairs of corresponding angles are 

equal

i. All pairs of corresponding sides are in 

the same proportion 

ie. 

∆ ABC ⫼ DEF

Understanding Similarity based 

on Real-life Examples

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_PoFE1fdsY


1. Prove that ABC III DEF:

(sides in proportion)

ABC DEF



is common (given)

ii. D=B (corresponding DE II BC)

iii. Ê=Ĉ (corresponding 

DE II BC

ADE III ABC



(sides in proportion)



1. Prove that ABC III DEF 2. Solve for 

Similarity Example 

Problems

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGcwwcXtryw


*Triangles are said to be congruent if they 

have the same shape and size:

*There are 4 cases for congruency:

i. Side, Side, Side ii.Side, Angle,Side
[NOTE! Angle must be included!]



Note! the order of the vertices of a triangle is NB

ie. ABC III DEF is not necessarily the same 

as ABC III EDF!



1. Prove that ABC III ACD:

ABC and ACD

i. BÂD=CÂD (given)

ii. BDA=CDA (given)

iii. AD is common

ABC III ACD (a,a,s)

Note! Always 

remember to state the 

case for congruency!

Cases for Congruency Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ELljrLvJSU


i. AQ=BP (given)

ii. A=B (given)

iii. AB is common

ABQ BAP (s,a,s)

QB=PA (from congruency)

QB=7cm (given PA=7cm)



1. Prove that 

PQR TSR
2. Solve for 

Congruency Example 

Problems

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZZADeU3khw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZZADeU3khw


3.2 Geometry of 3D- objects



• Platonic solids (aka regular polyhedral) have 

congruent faces (sides) made up of regular 

polygons

- There are 5 platonic solids

- Proved by Euclid in his book, “Elements”



Platonic Solids – Part 2

Platonic Solids – Part 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsaOP5NMcCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voUVDAgFtho


• No. of faces:

4 equilateral 

triangular faces 

• No. of vertices: 

• No. of edges: 

1.Tetrahedron

4



Can you draw 

them?



• No. of faces:

• No. of vertices:

• No. of edges:

6 square 

faces(faces 

meet at 90̊ )



Can you draw 

all of them?



• No. of faces: 

• No. of vertices:

• No. of edges:

6

12

8 equilateral 

triangular 

faces 



Can you 

draw any of 

them?



• No. of faces:

• No. of vertices:

• No. of edges: 

20

12 pentagonal   

faces 

30



Can you 

draw one?



• No. of faces:

• No. of vertices: 

• No. of edges: 30

12

20 equilateral 

triangular 

faces 



Can you 

draw one?



• Are round solid figures, with every 

point on its surface equidistant from 

its centre

• Cylinders are closed solids, 

that have 2 parallel (circular 

or elliptical) base 

connected by a curved 

surface



Platonic Solids Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C36h00d7xGs


3.3 Geometry of Straight 

lines



1. Angles around a point add up to 360

E.g. solve for 

(angles around a point)

Angles around a 

Point Examples

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPE3bS1Pzns


(Vert.0pp 

E.g. solve for 

Vertically 

Opposite Angles 

Examples

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBQZDAXMZZs


(Adj. angles on a str. line)

E.g. solve for 

Angles on a Straight 

Line Examples

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onryKnbgNKU


1. Solve for

5y
2y

5y



E.g. if 

8=4 corresp. 

= ̊

F shape



̊

E.g. if c =35 ̊, determine b.

b=c (alt.

= 35 ̊ 

Z or N shape



̊

E.g. if a =130 ̊, determine b. or 

shape



2.

Angles formed by Parallel 

Lines & Transversals Example 

Problems

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=109LyJUzBcU


3.4 Transformation 

Geometry



⇒ Transformations occur when a point or object is 

moved

⇒ If a figure’s shape & size remain the same, the 

transformation is said to be rigid

⇒ Rigid transformations include: translations, reflections 

& rotations

⇒ The transformed point or object is called the image

⇒ Notation 𝑷(𝒙, 𝒚) ⟶ 𝑃′(𝒙 … … ; 𝒚 … . )
transform point P’ where 

the general transformation 

rule is applied to (𝒙; 𝒚)



• P( )] ( )

[where is a constant]



• Left & right movements

• Only affect the -coordinates

• P( ) ( )

[where is a constant]

Translating Shapes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWHzyDyjDzQ


1. Describe the transformation that has occurred 

2. Write down the transformation rule 

P( ) (

3.Draw the transformed triangle if it is 

translated 2 units to the right and 7 units 

down



1. Draw the image of ABCD, if it is 

translated 4 units to the left and 5 

units up

2. Write the transformation rule 

described in Question 1



• P( ( )     



• The transformed point or object is a 

mirror image across a vertical line of 

i.e the 

co ordinates change sign,

co ordinates stays the same

• P( ) ( )



• P( ) ( )

Reflecting Shapes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Da8wPufUO8


i. reflect about the 

iii. P( ) ( )

i. Describe the transformation
ii. Write down the line of symmetry rule
iii. Write down the general transformation    

rule

For each of the following:



For U’G’B’
i. reflect about the 

iii. P( ) ( )

)



1.

2.Describe the transformations 

and write down the general 

rule for transformations from 

ABC→ 𝑨′𝑩′𝑪 →A”B”C”



⇒ Enlargement involve the enlarging of an 

object, in the same proportion by a factor –

called the scale factor

• The size o the angles stay the same while 

object get bigger 

• P( ) ( ) 

[where a is a constant and 
Enlargements

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsNEt03o_N8


• Each co-ordinate is 

multiplied by 3 

e.g. A(1;1)

• The area will be 3 times 

longer

• The perpendicular will be 

(3 =9 times bigger ie. 

(s



Given the following transformation:

1. Describe the transformation

2. Write down the general rule   

for the transformations 

3. Draw is    

enlarged by a factor of 4 

4. By how many times larger

will the area be from



• P( ) ( ) 

[where a is a constant and 

Reductions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9g56D0zi9eg


• Each co-ordinate is 

multiplied by 3 

e.g. A(1;1)

• The perimeter will be 3 

times shorter

• The area be (3 =9 

times smaller ie. 

(s



Given the following transformation:

1. Describe the transformation

2. Write down the general rule  

for the transformation.

2. By what factor will original 

shape and images perimeter   

and area be reduced by?



3.5 Construction of Geometric Figures



1.Bisecting an angles

1.Place 

compass on 

B

& 𝒅𝒓𝒂𝒘 𝒂𝒓𝒄 𝑫𝑬

3.Keep the compass 

the same & place on 

E . Draw arc HI

4.Draw line 

BJ to 

bisect 

angle 

ABC

2.Place 

compass 

on

𝑫 & 𝒅𝒓𝒂𝒘 𝒂𝒓𝒄 𝑭𝑮



3.Draw line PR to 

get angle RPB=60 ̊

2. Keep the compass 

the same & place on 

B. Draw arc CD

1.Place compass 

on 

P & 𝒅𝒓𝒂𝒘 𝒂𝒓𝒄 𝑨𝑩

4.Bisect RPB

to get an 

angle of 

30 ̊

5.Bisect the 

angle of 30 ̊

to get an 

angle of 15 ̊

Constructing 

Different 

Triangles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzcTKGxwCCE


2.Measure the 

first given 

length on a 

compass 

(using a 

ruler)

4.Measure the 

second given 

length on a 

compass (using 

a ruler)

5. Place the 

compass on 

K & draw 

arc L

1.Draw line 

KJ

6.Measure the 

third given 

length on a 

compass 

(using a ruler)

8. Join 

points to 

form ∆

7.Place the 

compass on M 

& draw arc N



3.Place the 

compass on U & 

draw arc W1.Draw 

line UT

4.Construc

t the 

given 

angle at 

the point 

B

2. Measure 

the First 

length  on 

a compass 

(using a 

ruler)

5. Measure the 

second length  

on a compass 

(using a ruler

7. Draw line VW



8. Draw lines AC2 

for triangle 

ABC2

4. Construct 

the given 

angle at 

point B

1.Draw 

line BD

7. Draw lines AC1 for 

triangle ABC1

3. Place the 

compass on D 

& draw arc C

5. Measure the second given 

length  on a compass (using 

a ruler

2. Measure 

the First 

length  on 

a compass 

(using a 

ruler)

6. Place compass 

on A and draw 

arc C1-C2



Constructing Triangles & Quadrilaterals

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2og_1wolkBM


6. Place 

compass 

on A and 

draw arc 

B

4. Construct the 

second given 

angle at point 

A

Draw line BC

9. Construct 

the second 

given 

angle at 

point D

1.Draw line 

AE

3.Place the 

compass 

on A & 

draw arc 

D

5. Measure the second 

given length  on a 

compass (using a ruler

2. Measure 

the First 

length  on 

a compass 

(using a 

ruler)

7. Measure the 

Third length  

on a compass 

(using a ruler)



(ext.

̊             int. opp. ’s)

E.g.



1. Solve for 2. Solve for 



𝟏𝟐𝟕 ̊ +(𝟓𝒙 +3) ̊ +88 ̊+(𝟏𝟎𝒙 +7) ̊  

=(4−𝟐) × 𝟏𝟖𝟎 ̊
𝟐𝟐𝟓 ̊ + 𝟏𝟓𝒙 =2× 𝟏𝟖𝟎 ̊ 

𝟐𝟐𝟓 ̊ + 𝟏𝟓𝒙 = 360 ̊ 

𝟏𝟓𝒙 =135 ̊ 

̊

=( 2)

(where 

E.g.

Calculating the interior & 

exterior angles of polygons

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKJkS_WkE4I


1. Solve for 2. Solve for 


